
Car Loop Procedures 

 Students may be dropped off or picked up at either the school-side curb or the median curb. 

 Cars along the school-side curb should pull as far forward toward the drink machine as traffic 

allows. 

 In the morning, cars stopped along the school-side curb between the stadium light pole and the 

drink machine should have student(s) get out of the car and not wait until the car is directly at 

the top of the loop. 

 In the afternoon, cars stopped along the school-side curb between the stadium light pole and 

the drink machine should have students walk out to get into the car and not wait until the car is 

at the top of the loop. 

 Students getting in or out of a car at the median curb should take extreme caution crossing the 

car loop to the school.  Parents on the school-side curb are often looking to the right watching 

their student get out of the car and may not see students approaching from the left. 

 Cars need to stay in two lines and not create a third line in the middle to drop off or pick up 

students.  The area in the middle needs to remain open for cars to exit. 

 If your student is delayed in coming out to the car loop, pull forward past the drink machine to 

the curb beyond the awning and wait for them to arrive.  Stopping in the upper part of the loop 

for a period of time blocks the flow of traffic. 

 Do not park or leave your car while in the car loop.  If you need to go into the school, pull 

around to the front of the school to the visitor parking lot.  
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